
MAKE YOUR SMALL BUSINESS SOUND BIG

Los Angeles, California, USA – February 13, 2014 – Telzio announces extreme cost savings on business phone systems by 
offering unlimited users to all customers. Plans start at $1 per month and include a standard or toll free number, unlimited  
extensions, and a full-featured business phone system. Customers can sign up with new or existing phone numbers and  
create an unlimited number of users and extensions with each number. All features are included, so with every phone number 
customers can design phone menus, record greetings, forward calls, create conference bridges, and manage it all through an 
easy-to-use online dashboard. 

Unlike most VoIP providers who charge extra for additional features and users, Telzio provides all features and unlimited users 
with every plan, so small businesses save dramatically on the cost of paying for extensions for every employee. Instead, Telzio 
allows customers to create an unlimited number of users and extensions with each phone number for one fixed monthly rate, 
and all minutes between users are shared under that plan. If another phone number is needed, customers can get another plan 
with a local or toll free number starting at $1 per month. 

To see how much businesses can save, Telzio has a no hassle Cost Analyzer tool that calculates exactly how much you would 
spend and save based on your phone numbers and usage.   

Telzio provides virtual business phone systems to small businesses all over the world. Designed with the modern mobile  
worker in mind, Telzio can be used to forward calls to any mobile device or IP phone, filter calls through a menu or opening 
hours, make conference calls, and route calls anywhere in the world at local rates. 

Telzio currently provides phone numbers from 51 countries so international businesses can get local numbers in multiple 
countries and route the calls to any office. Businesses with remote workers can get a local or toll free number and forward calls 
to any device in the world, and workers can make calls through their Telzio phone number through an IP phone or smartphone 
app. 

About Telzio
Telzio provides next generation business phone systems to companies from 1 to 500 employees. Telzio is the first VoIP  
provider to truly bring enterprise level features combined with a user-friendly interface, mobility, and convenient pricing to 
small businesses. With a 99.999% uptime and local calling rates on all international calls to any country in the world, Telzio 
provides reliable VoIP service and cost efficient business phone systems via a highly developed, carrier-grade platform.

Visit telzio.com for more info. 
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Free Extensions Come Standard with Telzio Business Phone Systems
Telzio includes unlimited extensions on all phone numbers, allowing small  
businesses to save dramatically on the cost of paying for additional users.
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